
Let me begin by introducing myself.  I began working with Progress in 1984 
d I h b P A li ti P t i 1986 Fand I have been a Progress Application Partner since 1986.  For many years 

I was the architect and chief developer for our ERP application.  In recent 
years, I have refocused on the problems of transforming and modernizing 
legacy ABL applications.  To transform an application, one must first 
understand the application.  That, and a long history of modifying existing 
systems is the background for today’s workshop.

We are going to cover a lot of ground today.  This means that I am going to 
point to a lot of possibilities and try to give you an idea of how it might be 
useful to you, but I’m not going to go into detail on any one tool.  Hopefully, I 
can make you aware of what is possible and you can apply this to your own 
work.
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So, here’s our agenda for today.  First we are going to talk a bit about the 
problem and why it is important and then we are going to go through some, 
certainly not all, of the tools in each of a number of different categories.
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First, let’s talk a little about why analysis is important.
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Knowing the desired behavior for a program modification is only part of the 
problem.  One also needs to know where to change the behavior and the 
impact of making that change.

In mature systems, it is common for a “simple” change to cause unexpected 
consequences which take more work to fix than the original change … not to 
mention other consequences.
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Good analysis is good risk management.

Good analysis is like a surgeon knowing where to cut and knowing where 
not to cut.

Good analysis is understanding before doing.

Not doing thorough analysis can mean unexpected results and much longer 
cycles to make changes.
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At this point in the workshop, participants were asked:
•Version
•OEA
•Existing tools
•One paragraph about why you are here
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COMPILE LIST
Illustrates what’s in the program with includes in-line
Resolves pre-processor code (i.e. code which is evaluated before compile, 
e.g. operating system dependent code)
Shows scope of transactions and buffers
Built-in to ABL compiler

The attendees looked at (in the Cloud):
Project IS in PCA2011
Compilelist
Run
Look at output in OpenEdge/WRK
.lst
Expanded listing
Transaction scope at end
Buffer scope at end.
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COMPILE XREF
Shows index usage of each line which references an index.
Shows table and field access by line.
Shows string references and other less frequently useful information.
Built-in to ABL compiler.

Cloud exercise included:
.xrf
Access, index
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XML XREF in OpenEdge Architect
Shows index usage, table and field access 
by line (same as COMPILE XREF) but in XML form:

Easier to parse into database
Harder for human to read

Cloud:
Xml xref
Same info in more easily processed form for databasing
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Database of XREF Data
•XREF data of each compile unit is loaded into a database which allows 
querying, e.g. of all places where a table or index is used.
•Many people have built XREF databases.
•XREF databases exist in several frameworks.
•No standard implementation.
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Super XREF
XREF database based on Proparse
Much richer set of information could be included.
Proposed open source tool at 
http://www.oehive.org/node/1112
Possible development this summer.
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OpenEdge Architect
Search and replace can be performed in current file, workspace or selected 

resources (directory, files, CTRL + click, etc.).
Has problem shared by non-ABL tools where search is performed on string 

patterns, not ABL syntax (e.g. search for string will find in comment or 
variable name).

Ctrl-F and Ctrl-H in OEA
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Non-ABL-specific Search Tools
• Many tools  are available.
• Share problem of being unaware of ABL syntax.
• No need to be in OpenEdge Architect (i.e. good for anyone Version 9).
• Able to search a body of code without creating a project in OpenEdge

Architect (e.g. search entire codebase).

Other tools nice interface, but still not ABL specific
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substitute
• Command uses unix “sed” to do mass changes on selected files.
• Can be run in preview mode to insure that changes will be as expected.
• Output illustrates before/after.
• Uses unix scripts (need unix extension to run on Windows).
• Command and scripts are available to anyone who wants them, just 

ask.

Substitute – look at example
Scripts available
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File and Directory Comparison Tools
• Many tools available which compare 2 different versions of programs.
• Preferred are tools which can compare 3 items (programs or 

directiories). Handy when base program has been modified by 2 
programmers and need to figure out how to bring them together again.

• Araxis Merge http://www.araxis.com/merge/
Possibly KDiff3 http://kdiff3 sourceforge net/• Possibly KDiff3 http://kdiff3.sourceforge.net/
(no experience with this one yet)

Demo was performed from own laptop compare IS/rc/rcal with /tmp and 
show program
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Commercial product available from Joanju: 
http://joanju.com/autodox2/index.php
Parses code and annotations

Cloud
Click link
explore
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Creates html pages which can be browsed, reducing searches through code.

Cloud
Click link
explore
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Parser Tools
Parsers analyze code in same way compiler does, recognizing and 
resolving:
•tokens
•keywords
•table names
•field names
•etc.
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Proparse
•Parses code and creates abstract symbol tree in memory.
•Open source product created and updated by John Green (Joanju).
•Available at http://www.joanju.com/proparse/index.php
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ProLint
•Uses Proparse to apply wide variety of code quality tests which help:

•Avoid errors
•Impose shop standards

•Open source product created by Jurjen Dijkstra with many contributors.

•Available at http://www.oehive.org/prolint/download

Demo ProLint on laptop
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Proparse Scripting
•ABL code can be written which uses Proparse to perform special tasks 
outside of Proparse’s purview, e.g. find all input and output statements in a 
set of code (finds all places where code interacts with external files).
•Searches are ABL syntax aware.
•Write it yourself!

Demo scripting locally
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Joanju Analyst
•Uses Proparse, reads all code, builds database.
•Commercial tool available from Joanju at: 
http://joanju.com/analyst/index.php
•Data base includes:

•Connections between run statements, methods, procedures.
•Connections to database tables (to field level).
•Dynamic call resolution (uses combination of automatic analysis and 
hints when unable to resolve calls).

Watch videos at:
http://joanju.com/analyst/index.php
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Joanju Analyst (con’t)
•Html browser allows one to follow links:

•From the run statement to 
the code that is run.
•From an internal procedure 
or method to all the places 

hi h ll it ( h d)which call it (where used).
•Very flexible, ABL syntax aware search tool.
•Produces Bill of Materials output (XML) which drives ABL2UML.
•Used for productivity, impact and flow analysis, debugging and re-
engineering.

Talk and watch videos
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Among those emphasizing analysis and design, the strongly predominant 
way of expressing that design is UML (Unified Modeling Language).

UML was created in the mid-1990s to unify a diverse set of modeling 
languages which had grown up, primarily for OO development.  A standards 
body, the OMG or Object Management Group was created to oversee this 
and other standards and UML has undergone considerable expansion and 
development since the original version. 

Different people use UML in different ways.  Some use it simply as a 
sketching tool, something to put on a white board or in a document to 
facilitate discussion.  Some will use it more completely to do a detailed 
analysis of a system and then write code from that design.  They may or y y g y y
may not keep the design in sync with the code as the system evolves, 
although it is usually regrettable if they don’t.  And, there are those … which 
is what interests us today … who actually generate the working code directly 
from the model.
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Enterprise Architect

Commercial tool http://www.sparxsystems.com/
Most favored in ABL community because support for using OpenEdge 
database as repository and supporting tools.
OE datatypes available:

Dr. Thomas Mercer-Hursh http://www.oehive.org/node/1073
Phil Magnay http://communities.progress.com/pcom/docs/DOC-6208
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ABL2UML
•Open source tool created in 2007 by Dr. Thomas Mercer-Hursh
•Takes schema from database and Bill of Materials from Analyst and builds 
UMLcomponent diagram which has

•all code units down to internal procedures, function, method level 
(detail level)
all links to detail level•all links to detail level

•summary of compile unit connections
•database tables and fields
•connections between code units (including tables and fields)
•how/when table/field is read, modified or written
•all where clauses which connect code•all where clauses which connect code

•Contains diagram builder to automatically and flexibly build uml diagrams at 
any level of detail starting with any compile unit, table, field.
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ABL2UML Status
Revision of tool currently under discussion by Mike Fechner, David Abdala
and Dr. Thomas Mercer-Hursh.
Goals:

Move to OO
Incremental builds
Use pieces separately, e.g., schema only
Support non-OpenEdge databases
Support .df alternative to direct schema

And more!
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Go back over issues and review how it applies and what else might be done.  
Get ideas from audience.
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AutoDox2 starts at $490/seat up to $3900 for 10+ site license
Analyst starts at $1050/seat up to $8500 for 10+ site license
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Here are some links for more information.  Generally, look at OpenEdge 
Hive, Joanju.com, and Cintegrity.com, my own website.
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Here are some links for more information. 
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Thank you.
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And now for questions.
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